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ACTRESS ROBERTA PACINO REVEALS BEAUTY SECRET OF THEATRE STARS -New Facial Creme With "Micelized" Multivitamins Causing A Sensation
CARLSBAD, CA -- Roberta Pacino, sister of film star Al Pacino, is risking the wrath of fellow
Hollywood beauties by revealing the acting world's "Broadway Secret" to facial youth and beauty.
At age 18 Roberta was backstage at a Broadway production and overheard two famous and
beautiful actresses discussing how they added vitamins to their facial beauty creme in order to
nourish their skin and keep it looking young and beautiful.
Pacino began doing the same thing herself and today she looks much younger than her real age of
37. She improved on the formula over the years and now uses a water base creme instead of oil
because the vitamins are absorbed into the skin much more easily. She also uses "micelized"
vitamin supplements that certain studies have shown to maximize nutrient intake. "Micelization"
apparently renders fat-soluble nutrients water-soluble. She further improved the creme by adding
only 100% natural vitamins A, D and E. The vitamin D is especially important because the skin
needs vitamin D. Although obtained directly from sunshine, the sun can dry out the skin. The
creme puts the vitamin D directly onto your face where it is absorbed into the skin.
After years of keeping this beauty secret to herself and sharing it only with friends in the acting
community through word-of-mouth referrals, Roberta has decided to satisfy increasing demand for
her formula in a new business venture. Roberta Pacino's Renourishing Creme with Micellin™ is
available for $39 from Roberta Pacino International, 2588-D Fl Camino Real, Suite 213, Dept____
Carlsbad, CA 92008. It is also sold through home party plans. A free business kit is available upon
request.
In her book Let's Eat Right to Keep Fit, author Adelle Davis seems to advocate that a deficiency of
vitamin B2/riboflavin can cause crinkled lips, wrinkles around the mouth and discoloration of the
cheeks. Moreover, the skin of the nose, chin and forehead can take on an oily appearance from fatty
deposits. According to Davis, a lack of vitamin B2 probably is the most widespread deficiency in
America. (Chapter 12, page 90.) Pacino points out that her creme differs from any other as it is full
of natural and "micelized" multivitamins, making it probably the healthiest facial beauty creme
ever offered to the public. The formula also contains vitamins B2/riboflavin.
Does brother Al Pacino use Roberta's beauty creme on his face too? Roberta isn't telling, although
she does say that it is very popular with many men who are in high-visibility careers such as show
business, sales and marketing, or who work outdoors.
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